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BOOK REVIEW
THE HEATED DEBATE
ROBERT C. BALLING, JR.
San Francisco: Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy.
1992. Pp. 195. $21.95
The Heated Debate challenges head-on the "popular vision" of
anthropogenically-caused global warming as characterized by catastrophic
sea level rise, drought-desiccated farmlands, and more frequent and
intense hurricanes spinning up and out from warmer tropical seas. The
message of this book is that apocalyptic devastation of natural ecosystems
and human socio-economic systems will not necessarily follow from a
mild warming of Earth's climate. According to Balling, the specter of
apocalypse is clearly the dominant view held by scientists, decision-makers and the public at large, and, in his view, it is just as clearly incorrect
based on a careful examination of the historical evidence. The Heated
Debate presents the "other side" of global warming; a kinder, gentler
greenhouse world. The stated purpose of the book is to "provide the
reader with some background to the greenhouse issue, present an
analysis of the certainties and uncertainties for future climate change, and
examine the most probable changes in climate that may occur as the
greenhouse gases increase in concentration." Ultimately the author hopes
the book will more completely inform decision-makers so that they do
not commit money and resources to what may turn out to be a non-problem. According to Balling, global warming may have many more benefits
than costs, and, in any event, the (climate) penalty for postponing action
a few years is potentially small, while the potentially large increase in
understanding will allow society to make wiser and more informed
decisions.
The introduction by Aaron Wildavsky borders on obnoxious. The
book itself is well-written and thoughtful in both method and approach.
By contrast, the introduction has the tenor of a raving anti-global
warming zealot. Perhaps the inevitable comparison with the milder tone
of the text is precisely what was intended. The book opens with an
introductory chapter touching on the potential impacts of global warming
found in the "popular vision," as well as the meteoric rise of global
warming to its current status as the "mother of all environmental scares."
Chapter 2 reviews what is known about the atmosphere's changing
chemistry-that the concentrations of major greenhouse gases are
increasing due primarily to human activity. This chapter provides a key
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piece of information used throughout the book to empirically test the
"popular vision." This evidence is the fact that the equivalent CO2 concentration in the atmosphere, which is the combined heating effect of all
the various greenhouse gases, has increased 40 percent in the last 100
years. The empirical tests performed in subsequent chapters are analyses
of historical temperature and precipitation data to see how the climate
system has actually responded to this 40 percent increase. The next
chapter examines the strengths and weaknesses of numerical global
climate models. This is an important topic because it is the output from
computer models that provides the foundation for scientific forecasts of
what might happen in the future. Balling does a good job describing the
structure and limitations of the models in a manner digestible by the lay
audience.
The heart of the book is chapters 4 to 6 where he systematically
analyzes existing temperature and precipitation records and compares the
historical data against model predictions. In chapter 4 the focus is on
global temperature patterns, both at the surface and in the upper
atmosphere. One of the more interesting sections is the discussion of
contaminants to the global temperature record, including the well-known
urban heat island effect, as well as potential effects related to desertification. The discussion of stratospheric aerosols is somewhat confusing. In
chapters 5 and 6 he moves from the global to smaller spatial scales; first
analyzing temperature and precipitation in the northern and southern
hemispheres, then by latitudinal zones from the tropics to the poles, and
finally focusing on the experience in the United States. The United States
represents only 1.53 percent of the Earth's surface areas, but with good
climate records and a wealth of expertise, this region has been studied
more intensively than any other area of comparable size. In addition to
temperature and precipitation he briefly examines drought patterns and
concludes that, rather than becoming dryer, the United States has become
slightly wetter in the last 100 years.
The numerous empirical tests between historical records and
forecasts from the climate model are inconclusive. In certain cases the
historical data are broadly consistent with model predictions; however,
the comparisons at smaller scales are more often inconsistent. Where the
historical data are at variance with model predictions the author does not
hesitate to emphasize the fact with an exclamation point. Unlike his
treatment of the subject matter, his use of punctuation is definitely
biased! The most consistent evidence at all scales for a kinder, gentler
greenhouse effect is the fact that observed temperatures have risen only
about one-half of their predicted amount given a 40 percent increase in
the equivalent CO2 concentration. But just when the reader may begin to
feel persuaded by his arguments, chapter 7 raises the possibility that
sulfate aerosol particles from industrial pollution could be responsible for
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the mismatch between predicted and observed temperatures. Sulfate
particles reflect sunlight causing a net cooling of the atmosphere. If
sulfate particles are responsible the implication is truly ironic-cleaning
up air pollution by reducing sulfur emissions will cause the Earth's
temperature to increase. The kinder, gentler greenhouse world may
require a dirty atmosphere.
The final chapter departs from the discussion of the physical
climate system and touches on the implications for public policy. He
notes the difference between public perception of climate change and
reality, the fact that much of what we know about the problem has been
learned only in the last few years, and that it would be irresponsible to
launch major social programs to limit global warming since our actions
would only have modest impact on the amount of warming expected by
the middle of the next century. But he doesn't disagree that we should do
those things now which make sense regardless of global warming, such
as using energy more efficiently. This is precisely what most proponents
of the "popular vision" have been advocating all along. Overall this is a
timely and informative book. It is an excellent resource for the lay person
wishing to come up-to-speed quickly on the greenhouse debate. For
scientists and researchers in the field the bibliography is outstanding, and
his articulate and intelligent analysis is a useful reminder that we should
maintain a balanced perspective on divisive socio-environmental issues.
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